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Millimeter- and submillimeter-wave imaging throughdispersive hologram and deep neural networks
Aleksi Tamminen, Member, IEEE, Samu-Ville Pälli, Student Member, IEEE,Juha Ala-Laurinaho, and Zachary D. Taylor, Member, IEEE.

Abstract— We present imaging results with dual-bandmillimeter- and submillimeter-wave hologram and deep neuralnetworks. The imaging method uses a single transceiver, whichinterrogates the region of interest through a dispersivetransmission-type hologram. The hologram was designed to covertwo bands 50-75 GHz and 220-330 GHz. Two separate single-transceiver imaging experiments were carried out with two testobjects translated in the region of interest at 101 × 101 locations.Neural networks were trained to images of the test objects withwide-band reflection spectra from the region of interest as theinput. The deep neural networks were based on deconvolutionallayers that mapped the latent information of the test objects in thespectra to image pixel values. The two ~10-cm test objects wereimaged in 200 × 200 mm2 and 300 × 300 mm2 field-of-view at600 mm from the hologram aperture (19° to 28° angular field-of-view). The experimental resolution was estimated from point-spread functions extracted from the predicted images. The fullwidth at half maximum resolution was 21 mm and 16.5 mm, forthe  50-75 GHz and 220-330 GHz bands, respectively. These areclose to the theoretical limits of 25 to 19 mm, for the lower band,and 19 to 16 mm for the higher band as predicted with hologramaperture size and edge taper. Augmented reflections wereconstructed from corner-cube measurements to evaluate theability to predict images of vast collection of objects. The resultswith augmented data show performance comparable with theexperimental ones with limited test object space. The latentrepresentations for both the experimental and augmented dataindicate sparsity – a demonstration of feasibility to generalize fromreflection spectra to images. The performance of the developedimaging technique is in par with the current, multichannel state ofart and has the advantage of substantially reduced hardwarecomplexity.Index Terms— Imaging, hologram, deep neural network,submillimeter wave
I. INTRODUCTION

HE partial transparency of common materials and highsensitivity to water content are some of the keyparameters that continue to drive interest anddevelopment in millimeter- and submillimeter-waveimaging technology. In addition to numerous scientificapplications, imaging is used in personnel screening, medicaldiagnosis, and non-destructive testing. Many applications underresearch require real-time imagery, which often includesincreasing sensor count or expanding optomechanicscomplexity. Despite significant advances in transceiver
Manuscript received November 25, 2021; revised February 21, 2022;accepted March 13, 2022. This work has been funded as research projectADENN through Academy of Finland programme ICT 2023 Beyond 5G(decision number 319770). Corresponding author: A. Tamminen, phone:+358505137989, email: aleksi.tamminen@aalto.fi.

development, the unit cost for a sensor at these bandwidthsremains high.The image-forming technologies used in submillimeter-wavereal-time screening systems are often based on electronic ormechanical beam scanning combined with a quasiopticalcoupling of energy from object to sensors. In scanned systems,the object plane focal point is steered by mirrors actuated bymechanical drives. A broad range of imaging systems based onpassive radiometry and active imaging radars have beendemonstrated and are commercially available [1].A challenge in real-time imaging systems for personnelscreening comes from the required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),which is proportional to the integration time of the sensor. Thesensors are multiplexed over the field-of-view to form the fullimage [2], and the sensor count is often maximized to achievefast and high-SNR systems. Passive submillimeter-waveimaging radiometric sensor arrays utilizing dense, high devicecount have been developed both for room-temperature andcryogenic operation. For example, imaging with arrays of>1000 kinetic-inductance bolometers have been demonstratedwith sufficient spatial resolution and field-of-view withoutmoving optomechanics [3]. However, cooled systems requireelaborate cryogenic technology that increases system cost andfootprint as well as introduces startup/initialization time thatmay be up to 24-hours long.Active imaging radars have been developed around lineararrays with scanning systems that sweep the 1D array over a 2Dregion of interest (RoI) [4]. Active imaging systems may applysensor arrays with controllable phase shifts resulting inelectronic beam steering that avoids actuating large physicalelements. Phase shifts can also be applied for post detection ina multi-sensor system for similar effect [5]. Imaging systemswith electronic beam steering may include thousands of sensorsoperating in a coherent way [6]. Although the cost oftransceiver technology at millimeter waves has come downthanks to mass production for telecommunications andautomotive radar, the technology remains prohibitivelyexpensive, especially at higher millimeter wave frequencies andat submillimeter waves.“Single-pixel camera” refers to technology where an imagingsystem relies on a single transceiver that is then multiplexed todifferent modes to interrogate the target in specific ways.Transmittance images of 2D test objects have been reported [7]-
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[10]. The modes can be created with masks that introducespatial modulation into the illumination on the target. In opticalwavelengths, the multiple masks can be created in fastsuccession by using spatial light modulators such asmicroelectromechanical mirror arrays or liquid-crystal devices.Our work presented here is similar to single-pixel camera as itbears only one transceiver and a quasioptical element withanalogous function to the masks used in single-pixelexperiments. There is no need for active control as thedispersive hologram passively varies the target illuminationover a frequency sweep.Several emerging technologies have been suggested to limitthe number of transceivers while keeping the mechanicalbeamsteering at minimum. Such technologies are millimeter-wave holographic imaging methods [11], [12], frequency-diverse images based on highly over-moded millimeter-waveresonating antenna elements [13], and MIMO imaging systems[14], and CMOS-based active metamaterials [15]. At millimeterand submillimeter waves, the spatial light modulators have beendemonstrated, such as the photo-injected Fresnel-zone plateantenna [16], [17]. In these imaging methods, beam steering iscarried out as a single-mode process, i.e., a single diffraction-limited spot is scanned across the target and multiplexed in timeas the scan proceeds. Imaging based on quasi-randomillumination of the region of interest has been demonstrated atmillimeter waves in [13]. Frequency-diverse millimeter-waveimaging with a telecommunications transceiver array isdemonstrated in [18]. The designs are rather complex andtypically also an accurate model of the radio-wave propagationwithin the system is needed for the inversing task in imageformation. Our work takes advantage of the frequency diversityof the dispersive hologram in creating complex radiationpatterns and it also uses deep neural network to carry out theinversing task from one-dimensional spectra to images. Thiscan be considered a great advantage compared to the morecomplex imaging methods.At optical wavelengths, holographic imaging process hasbeen carried out without the knowledge of the wavepropagation in the optical arrangement. A neural network (NN)demonstrated its ability to recover amplitude and phase fromholograms in microscopic application [19]. Also, a deeplearning method was proposed to predict a phase profile fromdiffracted field intensity [20]. Computational imaging andimage segmentation using both convolutional [21] anddeconvolutional [22], [23] neural networks are applied withsparse or latent representations of images as the input.Deconvolutional neural network is selected as the neural-network topology in our work due to its property to expandlatent representations into images.At millimeter waves, machine learning has been used in non-destructive testing [24] and in biomedical sample classification[25]. As tangential work to that presented here, neural networkshave been utilized to design diffractive THz components [26]-[28]. The NN was used to design output spectra frommetamaterial structures [29]. The THz wave propagation ismodeled with neural networks in a super-resolution applicationof a scanned focused THz imaging system [30]. Millimeter-wave imaging of simple reflective targets has been presented in[31], where machine learning was applied to reconstruct theimage. The abovementioned machine-learning applications are

used to aid in designing components or as an additional layer ofimage classification, whereas our novel method is an end-to-end solution to computationally form images from reflectionspectra.We present the first results of millimeter- and submillimeter-wave imaging based on dispersive hologram structure anddeconvolutional neural networks. The results are obtained attwo separate bands: 50-75 GHz and 220-330 GHz. Thedispersive hologram distributes the waves on the target as thetransmitter frequency is swept. The back reflected waves arereceived as spectra that are unique to the location andreflectivity distribution of the test objects. The neural networksare based on deconvolutional layers, and they have been earlierused in semantic segmentation task to expand a latentrepresentation from a scene into an image [23]. Our keyhypothesis is that the reflection spectrum from the region ofinterest through the dispersive hologram is a latentrepresentation that conveys the image information.  The newimaging method allows for imaging without mechanicalscanning and can potentially reduce the sensor count andoptomechanical complexity in imaging systems. Ourexperiments at millimeter- and submillimeter waves show thatthe cross-range resolution in the imaging task are in line withthe diffraction limit. Earlier, we have demonstrated localizationbased on similar dispersive element combined with terahertztime-domain spectrometer operating at 0.1-2 THz  [32].In the following, we will discuss the imaging method and thedispersive hologram in Section II, we present the data frommeasurements with extended targets as well as with augmenteddata composed of measured reflections from a corner-cubereflector in Section III, the deconvolutional neural network isintroduced in Section IV, and the imaging experiment resultsare shown in Section V. Finally, we end up with conclusions.
II. THE IMAGING METHOD

In the proposed imaging method, the illumination is directedtowards the region of interest (RoI) through a transmission-typehologram. With a proper design, the modulated field is bothdirective and dispersive; there is minimal spatial (transversecorrelation) between spectral components and the majority ofenergy within the operational band is directed towards theregion of interest. The RoI is thus illuminated with a highamplitude, frequency-diverse, spatially varying field. In ourcase, the imaging system consists of a single transceiver; amillimeter-wave extender coupled to a vector-network analyzer(VNA), which acquires back reflection from the RoI throughthe hologram. The reflection includes the reflectivity map of theobject weighted with the spatial field distribution, which ishighly varying as function of frequency. Fig. 1 shows thearrangement of the hologram and the field dispersion in the RoI.The proposed method is based on the following hypothesis:If the illuminating field varies enough spatially across thebandwidth, the measured wide-band reflection will carryenough information to form an image of the object. The imageformation is performed through a trained deep neural network.A deconvolutional neural network was selected for the imageformation tasks, as it can be used to construct the images basedon latent frequency-domain representation of the object [33].
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Fig. 1. Frequency-diverse illumination of the region of interestthrough a hologram. The field in the region of interest is changingrapidly as function of frequency.
Two setups operating at two different bands wereconstructed: WR-15 at 50-75 GHz and WR-3.4 at 220-330GHz. The imaging system was fed by Pickett-Potter hornantennas and radiation was collimated by a 76.2-mm offset-axisparabolic mirror (OAP). The OAP mirror’s 127-mm effectivefocal length resulted in approximately radially symmetricamplitude in the collimated beam with an edge taper of 6 dB atWR-15 and 28 dB at WR-3.4. These edge tapers areapproximated with Gaussian beams. Following the Gaussian-beam theory, at 600-mm distance, the edge tapers correspondimage resolutions of 25 to 19 mm and 19 to 16 mm, for WR-15and WR-3.4, respectively [34].

A. The Transmission-Type Dielectric Hologram
The design process of the hologram is presented in detail in[35] and it is analogous to zone-plate lens design described,e.g., in [36]. During the hologram synthesis process, a goal fieldwas defined first at a specific frequency, 𝑓design, in the regionof interest 𝑧 𝑧RoI :

𝐸goal 𝑥𝑖 𝑦𝑗 𝑓design 𝑧RoI 𝑅i j 𝑗2𝜋𝑃i j , (1)
where random variables are used as the amplitude 𝑅i j 𝑅i j ∈
𝑈  and phase 𝑃i j ∈ 𝑈 . The hologram transforms acollimated beam, 𝐸c, into the goal field, 𝐸goal, so that the fieldat the target is quasirandom and changing as function offrequency. In the design of the hologram, the collimated beamincident to the hologram is assumed Gaussian: 𝐸c 𝑟
−𝑟2 𝑤02⁄  where 𝑟 and𝑤0  is the radial coordinate and frequencydependent beam waist respectively. A physical-optics methodwas used to calculate the propagation of the random goal fieldto the 76.2 mm × 76.2 mm hologram surface located atz = 0 mm. As a result, the diffracted goal field truncated by thehologram aperture is obtained (𝐸goal 𝑓design 𝑧a ). The designprocess of the hologram structure is shown in Fig. 2.Transmission function, 𝑇, through the hologram is realized sothat the collimated beam is transformed into approximation ofthe field when it propagates through the hologram. Thetransmission function is

𝑇 𝑓design
𝐸goal 𝑓design 𝑧a

𝐸c
. (2)

In our case, the transmission function of the hologram waschosen to operate on the electric field phase:

𝑇h 𝑓design
𝑗Γ ∠𝑇 𝑓design , (3)

where Γ ∙  is a quantization function. The design frequency was
𝑓design . The selected transmission function doesnot consider amplitude, which is affected only by dielectric lossand reflections within the structure. The quantization functioncontrols relief height. Larger reliefs are easier to manufacture,with relaxed mechanical tolerances. An optimal quantizationavoids high-aspect-ratio details that may compromiserealization of the desired transmission. An optimal quantizationfunction is essential for achieving the desired dispersiveproperty. In our case the quantization function is

Γ ∠𝑇 𝑚 𝑞 ∠𝑇 𝑞⁄ , (4)
where 𝑞 π 2⁄  is the quantization step and 𝑚 1.9π is aphase-shift offset. The phase-shift offset increases the thicknessof the relief, which allows relative phase differences to varystrongly as a function of frequency across 50-75 GHz and 220-330 GHz. The choice of the design frequency, quantizationstep, and phase-shift offset are discussed in  [35], [37]. Fig. 2shows the design process to determine the transmissionfunction.

Fig. 2. Design process of the hologram. On left is the collimatedfield from the OAP mirror and on right is the random goal fieldat the RoI. The goal field phase at the hologram is approximatedby designing the hologram transmission accordingly. Thehologram affects the transmitted amplitude only little, and itremains almost Gaussian after transmission.
In this work, the hologram was a dielectric slab with a surfacerelief and negligible material dispersion. The height of thesurface relief was modulated so that the desired phase shift wasintroduced at the design frequency. The transmission throughthe hologram is assumed locally to follow the 1D dielectric-slabmodel

𝛵
𝜏1𝜏2𝑒−𝑗𝛽ℎ

− 𝜌1𝜌2𝑒−2𝑗𝛽ℎ
, (5)

where 𝜏1, 𝜏2 are transmission and 𝜌1, 𝜌2 are reflectioncoefficients through the front and back surfaces of thehologram, 𝛽 is the propagation constant in the dielectric and ℎis the height of the hologram surface relief. In addition to thephase modulation, (4) results in small amplitude modulation aswell (see Fig. 2, “Hologram transmission”). The hologramdesign process only considers the phase shift in transmissionfrom the planar wavefront in the collimated beam to theapproximate of the phase in the goal field. The hologram was
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manufactured of Rexolite 1422, which has relative dielectricpermittivity of 𝜀𝑟 ≈ 2.52-j0.0005 [38]. Considering thepermittivity, hologram surface relief height is given as

ℎ
−Γ ∠𝑇
√𝜀r − 𝑘0

, (6)
where 𝜀r is the relative permittivity of Rexolite and 𝑘0 is thefree-space wavenumber at the design frequency.The simple design principles presented here do not accountfor the more complex propagation effects in the hologram, suchas edge effects near height change in the hologram. Thehologram was manufactured with CNC milling, and some of thesmaller synthesized relief features, described by (6) could notbe accurately reproduced due to the 1-mm mill-bit diameter.The manufactured surface profile was calculated by machiningsimulator, which enforces constant cutter load andapproximates the given relief with boundary conditions set bythe available cutter-piece dimensions. The differences betweendesigned and realized relief patterns appeared to have limitedeffects on the desired goal fields and performance. An isometricview of the 3D hologram design is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. 3D surface plot of the hologram structure. The hologramis discretized in five different height levels (shown in colors).
From (4) and (6), the hologram has five height levels in thesurface relief at the design frequency, which correspond tophase shifts of 0,1,2,3,4× π 2⁄ +1.9π . The 76.2 mm × 76.2 mmhologram was milled into a 30-mm thick slab of Rexolite. Theoverall dimension of the slab was 94 mm × 94 mm to leaveroom for mounting screws. The expected and measured phaseprofiles have been studied with near-field imaging at 275 GHz,and the fabricated hologram delivers excellent match withaverage error of less than 6° [37].

B. Imaging Setup
The 220-330-GHz imaging setup is shown in Fig. 4 The setupconsists of a submillimeter-wave extension VNAX WR-3.4(Virginia Diodes Inc.) connected to network analyzer N5225BPNA (Keysight Technologies). A Pickett-Potter horn(Radiometer Physics GmbH) was used as the feed for an offsetparabolic mirror (Edmund Optics) collimating the beam. Thehologram produced a frequency-dependent beam pattern in RoIat 600 mm from the hologram surface. The field in the regionof interest was characterized with near-field measurements andreported in [35]. In the imaging experiment presented here, thetwo Aalto University logos made of porous copper foam weremounted on the near-field scanner in the region of interest. The

copper foam was 5-mm thick, and its pore size was 1-2 mm.The pore size is of the order of the wavelength, which resultedin strong isotropic scattering of the incident field. The 135 mm× 100 mm and 154 mm × 100 mm logos have smallest detail ofabout 6 mm. The measured reflection from the setup was usedas an input and binary, affine-transformed photographs of thelogos were used as the ground truth in neural-network training.

Fig. 4. a) A photograph of the imaging setup. The hologram is inthe center of the photograph facing the Aalto-logo target, Pickett-Potter horn antenna and VNA extender are on the right. Thecollimating mirror is in the foreground facing the hologram. b) Arendered image from the opposite side to the photograph.
III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Training Data for Test Targets
The imaging experiments were started by collecting trainingdata for the neural network, and the test objects were scannedin the region of interest in 300-mm × 300-mm grid at 50-75GHz and in 200-mm × 200-mm grid at 220-330 GHz. Scatteringparameter S11 was measured when the Aalto logos werepositioned at 10,201 locations in a 101 × 101 raster scan. Theraster scan is not required in the imaging process, but it is usedto deliver the training data (10,201 + 10,201 measurements) forthe neural network. Once trained with vast amount ofmeasurement data, only single measurement withoutmechanical scanning is used in imaging.
The reflection from the region of interest was extracted fromthe measured S11 by subtracting average S11 and time gating.The reflections from the quasioptics were outside the target
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location time gate and only the contributions from 6 to 8 ns intime-domain were passed through the gate. This time windowapproximately corresponds from 0.9 to 1.2 m in range, whichcaptures the reflection starting from distance, which equals thepath length through quasioptics (~300 mm) and from thehologram aperture to the region of interest (600 mm).Subtracting the average S11 removes the background reflectionthat appears in the gating window for all test-object locations.Fig. 5 shows the processed reflection from the region of interestwhen the logos were 1) in the corner, 2) in the middle, and 3)incrementally shifted from the middle position by 2 mm(WR-3.4) and 3 mm (WR-15). The wide-band reflections fromthe two logos are presented in complex plane in 1001 frequencypoints for the target locations 1-3. The reflection is at a level of
−33…−35 dB at WR-15 and −28…−20 dB at WR-3.4. In thefigures, the amplitude of the reflection is normalized forconvenience.

Fig. 5. Processed S11 measurements when Aalto logos A! and A”are at different locations in RoI.  The top row show reflection atWR-15 and bottom row at WR-3.4.
Compared to the WR-15 measurements, the electrical sizes ofthe Aalto University logos are larger at WR-3.4 and thereflection loci in the polar plots include more detail. AaltoUniversity logo in the corner of the scan area results in clearlydistinct reflection when compared to middle position. For thehigher-frequency band, the average amplitude drops moretowards the corner position than in case of the lower band. Thissuggests more scattering at lower frequency and moredirectivity at higher frequency. The differences between loci atthe incrementally separate positions are small for low-frequency and more significant at higher frequency – aqualitative indication of lower resolution at longer wavelength.At WR-15 the incremental translation is 0.6 free-spacewavelengths at center frequency 62.5 GHz whereas at WR-3.4it is 1.8 wavelengths at 275 GHz. It is evident that thecharacteristics of the test object are carried to the measuredreflectivity: The reflection from logo A! has different spectraldetails than that from logo A”. However, the function to mapthe reflection spectrum to an image is generally unknown.

B. Augmented Data
Measurements covering a large parameter space is challengingto achieve with physical test object as shown in Fig. 4(a): Theobject can only be replaced manually, which is not practical formany different test objects needed. In order to effectively trainthe neural network for a larger parameter space, dataaugmentation with a corner-cube reflector was carried out. Thereflection from corner cube is measured in a 200-mm ×200-mm grid with a 2-mm scan step at WR-3.4. The cornercube diameter is 12.7 mm, and the ground truth image of it is adisk of the same size. The MNIST dataset of hand-written digitswas used as the source of the data augmentation. An algorithmcarries an overlap of the binarized 128 × 128 images of thedigits. Each pixel values of the corner cube images were addedin the augmented image if the corner cube overlaps with theMNIST binarized image of a digit. When the cube locationsoverlap with the digit image, the corresponding reflections fromthe cube are cumulatively added to form the augmented inputto the neural network. Fig. 6 shows the augmented images andtheir augmented reflections.

Fig. 6. Top row: Augmented images of the MNIST digits. Theaugmented images are summations of corner-cube images on thedigit. Bottom row: The augmented reflections summed from allcorner-cube locations on the digits.
IV. DECONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK

The measured reflection was mapped into an image through adeconvolutional (DC) neural network. In deconvolution,reflection at each frequency at the input of the neural networkis gradually spread across the image (the region of interest) atthe output of the network. Reflection at each frequency isweighted with a collection of deconvolution kernels startingfrom each frequency component and increasing the layerdimensions through the network to arrive at the final image size,256 × 256 pixels. Once the suitable weights were trained in theneural network, the reflectivity map of the region of interest wasresolved from the spectra shown in Fig. 5. Our hypothesis isthat the neural network can be trained to learn suchgeneralizations that eventually a large parameter space (3Dregion of interest with multiple object types) can be covered.The ability for neural network to map from 1D to 3D computergraphics has been demonstrated with convolutional neuralnetworks in [39]. Deconvolutional neural networks are bettersuited for image reconstruction, as is in our case too [23]. The
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topology of the used deconvolutional neural network is shownin Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. The neural-network topology: Four fully-connected layersdecrease the input to a latent representation with 100 neurons.Seven (four shown) deconvolutional layers expand the latentrepresentation into an image.
The neural networks were trained separately for 50-75 GHzand 220-330 GHz reflectivity datasets. The input data to theneural network was the complex reflection with its real andimaginary parts concatenated to a 2×1001 long vectors. Thenetwork input data was min-max normalized to the interval[-1, 1]. In order to verify the learning of the latentrepresentations, a fully-connected neural network reshapes thespectral content to a latent layer with only 100 neurons beforethe deconvolutional layers. From the latent layer onwards, theactivations are reshaped to a deconvolutional neural networkwith increasing dimensions in successive layers. Thedeconvolutional part of the neural network with input reflectionfrom Aalto logo A” is shown in Fig. 8. The network issymmetric so that all the parameters are the same for the bothdimensions in the 2D layers. The output size of one dimensionin a deconvolutional layer is

𝑜′ 𝑠 𝑖′ − 𝑘, (7)
where 𝑠 = 2 is stride, 𝑖′ is input layer size, and 𝑘 = 3 is kernelsize [40]. For example, the output size of the first deconvolutionis given by 2 2 - 1  + 3 = 5. The padding in the layers wasselected to be “same”, to have the 1st deconvolution output sizeof 4 = 22 and to arrive to 28 = 256 pixels per dimension at thenetwork output. The neural network was developed in the Kerasmachine-learning API [41]. The neural network was trained byminimizing the mean squared error of the ground truth and thepredicted image. The training utilized 2 × 10000 positions ofthe two Aalto logos across the region of interest. Thepredictions were evaluated with the logos at the same middleposition in x-axis but varying in y-axis in 201 positions notshown to the neural network before.

The details in the RoI are build up from the small sub-imageswith increasing detail. Checkerboard-like details are carried outthrough the network. Some artifacts also appear in the finallayer output. The checkerboard-like patterns are due toparameters in the deconvolutions, 𝑠 and𝑘, and are compensatedin the final image to some extent through the learning [42]. Tolimit the appearance of the artifacts and to improve theconvergence in network training, the image size could betailored to the deconvolution parameters so that no overlap

exists. However, in this case, the overlap was compromisedover the demand to arrive in image size corresponding to thelabels (256 × 256).

Fig. 8. Feature map weights of the deconvolutional layers in theneural network. Raster-like pattern is characteristic fordeconvolution, but it is largely compensated in the final image.
V. IMAGING RESULTS
A. Test-Target Images

Fig. 9(a,c) and Fig. 10(a,c) show 12 predicted images fromdatasets at WR-15 (454 mm × 400 mm image size) and WR-3.4(354 mm × 300 mm image size), respectively. Fig. 9(b,d)  andFig. 10(b,d) show the absolute error in the images. Thepredicted images were ranked by the mean squared sum ofpixel-value error (MSE). The predictions with smallest error arehigh resolution images demonstrating very good agreementwith the ground truth while the predictions with largest errormay bear some similarities to the labels but are often incorrectlylocated. The average MSE is 0.099 at 50-75 GHz and 0.049 at220-330 GHz. At lower frequency the MSE distribution is moreuniform than at higher frequency, where the vast majority of thepredictions is close to small error. The edge-spread function(ESF) in the predicted images is estimated across the edge at thetop of letter “A”. The ESF is determined for the 50-% percentileof the predictions with the least MSE. At WR-15, the FWHM ofESF is 15.0 mm while it is 10.5 mm at WR-3.4. MSE and ESFare shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 9. a) Images and b) absolute value of image error forpredictions with the least MSE at WR-15. The c) images and d)error with the greatest MSE.

Fig. 10. a) Images and b) absolute value of image error forpredictions with the least MSE at WR-3.4. The c) images and d)error with the greatest MSE.

Fig. 11. a) Histogram of MSE and b) ESF at the both bandwidths.
B. Loss and Accuracy

In neural networks, successful predictions may be the resultof overfitting. Then, the underlying abstractions are not learntrather the correct prediction is memorized through heavilyforcing the limited number of input data to the correctpredictions. Overfitting may occur when the neural network isoverly complex and certain input activations are emphasizedover others for, e.g., a location of the test object. To counteroverfitting, we use the fully-connected layer of latentrepresentation (100 neurons), dropout layer with 50-% dropoutprobability, and limited complexity of the neural network. Theneural networks have ~ 2.6 million degrees of freedom, andthey were trained with mean squared error as the loss function.Training was evaluated at the end of each epoch and there were500 epochs in total for both datasets. The loss was evaluated forboth the training and validation datasets. The data in validationis not given in training, and hence validation loss convergingsimultaneously with the training loss is a sign of learning. Fig.12 shows the mean absolute error (MAE) and loss for thedatasets during training and validation.

Fig. 12. a) Mean absolute value of error and b) loss for the WR-15 and WR-3.4 datasets.
The WR-15 and WR-3.4 datasets have different baselines dueto the image size differences. Both data sets converge fast at thebeginning of the iteration. The WR-3.4 dataset shows trainingand validation that both converge up to epoch 500. In case ofWR-15 dataset, the convergence differentiates between thetraining and validating, suggesting some overfitting in trainingthat does not convey to validation (learning occurs less).Overfitting occurs when the training continues to converge
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while validation remains unchanged.  At WR-3.4, the slope invalidation loss is negative (learning occurs) whereas forWR-15 the slope is close to zero. To conclude: At WR-3.4,while some overfitting may exist, the neural network was ableto learn generalizations in the described setting and form high-resolution imagery.

C. Augmented Images
Fig. 13 shows the augmented images for WR-3.4. Thesuccessful prediction of augmented images is an indication thatoverfitting does not occur to a great extent. Further, the PSFwith augmented data should be similar to the data fromextended object to justify its use. For data-processing purposesthe image size is 128 × 128 pixels. The neural network wastrained with 60000 augmented reflections from the MNISTdigits (Fig. 6). As opposed to the truly experimental imagingtests with the Aalto University logos, the augmented datarepresents a much larger set of different labels and input data.Therefore, it was assumed that augmented data tests therobustness of such a neural network to learn generalizations ofcomplex reflectivity patterns. In contrast from the classicalMNIST digit recognition task, we used the hand-written digitexamples as the label and augment the reflection from the digit-shaped object. The predictions in Fig. 13 were not shown to theneural network during the training, yet they agree with thelabels with an MSE less than 0.02 at WR-3.4. In general, thepredictions display smoother edges than the correspondinglabels. Some of the labels have not simply connected regions,e.g., a separated dot. These details seem to merge to the digit orbackground in the image predictions.
As the labels in the augmented dataset are each different, theglobal point-spread function (PSF) is determined with a fittingmethod similar to the one presented in [43]. The PSF isapproximated with a Gaussian function

𝑔 𝑎 𝜎 𝑎 − 𝑟 𝜎⁄ 2 , (8)
where 𝜎 is the width of the Gaussian function in the cross-rangecoordinates and 𝑎 is an amplitude factor. The PSF is found byminimizing

𝐿 𝑎 𝜎 𝑦 − 𝑦 ∗ 𝑔 𝑎 𝜎
2

𝑥 𝑦

, (9)
where 𝑦 is the prediction, 𝑦 is the label, and ∗ is the convolutionoperator. The minimizing of 𝐿 is equal to finding a Gaussianblur kernel that reduces the image to the same resolution as theprediction from the neural network. The resolution in theimages can be approximated by the full width at half maximum(FWHM) value of the PSF.The Gaussian function (8) relates to the resolution asFWHM √ 𝜎. Fig. 14 shows the estimates of FWHM forthe experimental and augmented datasets. The shownhistograms verify that in general predictions at WR-15 havegreater variance than at WR-3.4. In case for WR-3.4, theFWHM distribution is well centered at 16.5 mm, close to thetheoretical value from 16 to 19 mm. For the case of theaugmented data at WR-3.4, the FWHM is surprisingly narrow.This may be due to the averaging effects in data augmentation,which may bring the noise down.

Fig. 13. a) Images and b) absolute value of image error forpredictions with the least MSE for augmented dataset at WR-3.4.The c) images and d) error with the greatest MSE.

Fig. 14. Histograms of the FWHM with a) WR-15, b) WR-3.4,and c) augmented WR-3.4 datasets.
D. Latent Representations

The latent representations were studied for the datasets withAalto logos and augmented data sets with MNIST digits, bothat the WR-3.4 band. Fig. 15 shows the 3rd hidden layer outputsfor 212 predictions with Aalto logos and for 200 predictionswith augmented MNIST digits. The output is from a layer with100 fully connected neurons, before the deconvolutional layersin the network. The layer output can be considered a latentrepresentation of the test object. The horizontal axis representseach of the 100 neurons in the 3rd hidden layer (latentrepresentation). The vertical axis represents different targets andlocations, either Fig. 15(a) A! or A” increasing in y-axis locationor Fig. 15(b) MNIST digit numerical value increasing withmultiple samples of the same digit. The number of samples foreach digit vary due to random nature of the dataset. The latentrepresentations in Fig. 15 are sorted with Aalto logo y-axislocation. The MNIST logos were sorted with increasing digitnumerical value. The test objects with the closest resemblancedisplayed increased similarities in the latent representations.The latent representations of the Aalto University logos aresparser compared to the MNIST representation: 32 to 35 % of
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the neuron outputs are non-zero for Aalto logos, whereas 64 to67 % are non-zero for MNIST augmented data. The fraction ofnon-zero pixel values in the final image are ~8 % for Aalto logoand ~19 % for MNIST images. The results may indicate thatrelatively few inputs are needed to map to two different testobjects located in the region of interest whereas the MNISTconsists greater number of mappings from reflection to image,hence requiring also more non-zero values in the latentrepresentation. For both cases, limiting the number of values inlatent representation to 100 appears sufficient with respect toimage quality.

Fig. 15. Latent representations of a) Aalto logos and b) MNISTdigits in the hidden layer in the neural network.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have, for the first time, demonstratedmillimeter- and submillimeter-wave imaging based on wide-band reflection measurements through a highly dispersivedielectric hologram. The hologram was designed to produce aquasirandom goal field in the region of interest at the WR-15and WR-3.4 bands. The hologram produced multi-wavelengthphase shifts across the two bandwidths so that the field at theregion of interest is highly dispersive. Two experimentalcampaigns at 50-75 GHz and 220-330 GHz were carried outwith highly scattering reflective targets. Two separate deepneural networks based on deconvolutional layers were trainedfor the bandwidths with the photographs from the region of theinterest at a distance of 600 mm. The resulting image quality isin line with the diffraction limit as estimated via illuminationfrequency and hologram aperture. The experimental resolutionestimated from the global point-spread function was ~17 mm atbest at WR-3.4. The edge-spread function shows locally evenslightly better resolution, which may indicate slight overfit ofthe neural network. Overfitting often occurring in neuralnetworks was mitigated by use of dropout layer and limitednumber of neurons in the latent representation. The close-to-theoretical resolution and analysis of loss in the train andvalidation datasets during training indicate that the wavepropagation and scattering are learnt.This initial work was carried out with a limited number of realtest objects, and data with significantly more test objects areneeded to further learn generalizations. The augmented datasetwith 60000 examples of MNIST digits presented a vast

collection of different types of test objects. The imagepredictions from the augmented reflection from MNIST datasuggest that the presented imaging methodology may be able toimage more complex test objects too. A large percentage of thelatent representation values are close to zero, which suggeststhat 100 neurons suffice to form an image in the cases presentedhere.The presented method enables efficient computationalmillimeter- and submillimeter-wave imaging without the needfor optomechanically scanned systems or complex phase-shifter or transceiver arrays. Currently, the field of view andimaging distance are limited to the hologram aperture andillumination edge taper, but the research so far foresees thepossibility to scale up to, e.g., personnel screening application.
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